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Abstract—As the type of transmitted data over communication

networks started to shift from the human-generated to massive

Machine-Type Communications (mMTCs), entirely new appli-

cations within the Internet of Things (IoT) market emerged.

Recently introduced Cellular IoT (CIoT) communication tech-

nologies operating in the licensed frequency spectrum (i.e., Nar-

rowband IoT (NB-IoT) and LTE-M) complemented the already

implemented and field-tested technologies (e.g., LoRa(WAN) and

Sigfox) transmitting data in license-exempt frequency bands.

Owing to the licensed spectrum as well as to the standardization

efforts put by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)

and International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the CIoT

technologies are supposed to handle the massive number of data

transmissions by introducing new categories of communication

devices. In this regard, this paper elaborates on the critical

parameters of the LTE Cat-M introduced by 3GPP. Along with

the highlights of the technology in question, the implementation

of LTE Cat-M1 in Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) is presented. Out

of the obtained simulation data, the focus is primarily given to the

network capacity for mMTC scenarios while utilizing the LTE

Cat-M technology. What is even more, the side-by-side evaluation

with legacy LTE/LTE-A systems is provided.

Index Terms—3GPP LTE Cat-M, Cellular IoT, 5G, Network

Simulator 3, Performance evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cellular Internet of Things (CIoT) expresses an emerg-
ing technology defined by both both the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) and International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU) aiming to enable low power, low rate,
and extended area coverage connectivity to diverse types
of devices within the scope of the fifth-generation cellular
network-based Internet of Things (5G IoT) [1], [2]. As part
of the next-generation networks, the CIoT has transformed
from a theoretical concept to laboratory-proven and field-tested
driver for most of the massive Machine-Type Communica-
tions (mMTCs) in a very short time. The trend of an extreme
increase of mMTCs is supported by recent statistics provided
by the telecommunication companies as more than 60% of
all the data transmissions in IoT landscape is accomplished
utilizing the CIoT technologies [3].

Under the cellular IoT, the 3GPP has standardized two tech-
nologies operating in licensed frequency spectrum (in contrast
to unlicenced IEEE activities [4]): (i) LTE-M with bandwidth
of 1.4 MHz, and (ii) Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) with 200 kHz
bandwidth [5]. Standardization started back in LTE Release
10 while the complete list of features supporting for the

mMTC was finalized in Release 12. Within this release, a new
profile for low-power IoT devices was defined by the 3GPP
as category 0 (Cat-0). The standardization activity continued
pushing full coverage improvements to Release 13 by intro-
ducing two new categories, i.e., CAT-M form Machine-Type
Communication (MTC) and CAT-N for NB-IoT, see Fig. 1.
Further enhancements enabling a more varied set of mMTC
application were introduced in Release 14, e.g., the support of
voice services for LTE Cat-M. In the last finished specifica-
tion (Release 15) and for both LTE Cat-M and NB-IoT, the
power consumption profiles were improved to enable years-
long battery lifetime as the energy consumption, as well as
energy efficiency, are of vital importance. To improve the
battery life even more, in the currently discussed Release 16, a
new shift from legacy Medium Access Control (MAC) to on-
demand wake-up radio operation (WuR) is under consideration
aiming to achieve autonomous operation of beyond 10 years
which is expected lifetime for CIoT technologies (Releases 13-
15) [6].

A. Main Contributions
In this article, we leave aside our research activities con-

nected with the NB-IoT [7]–[9] and report on our recent
outputs related to the LTE Cat-M technology. Continuing the
cooperation with the Vodafone Czech Republic a.s. (the first
telecommunication operator in Europe to operate Narrowband
IoT network), the focus is on network capacity and network
planning to enable mMTC scenarios. As the IoT market started
to swing from the first-market unlicensed LPWA standards,
e.g., LoRaWAN, Sigfox, to the emerging licensed CIoT tech-
nologies (LTE Cat-M and NB-IoT), the telecommunication
operators need to understand the limits of the introduced
CIoT technologies while adding them to their portfolio. In the
course of recent years, many research groups have focused
on the verification of technical parameters of introduced LTE
Cat-M technology. As the key parameters were verified in
already known simulation scenarios, this paper makes one
more step focusing on the network capacity of the LTE Cat-
M. What is even more, the side-by-side evaluation with legacy
LTE/LTE-A systems is given. We also identify and debate
some of the key challenges related to the implementation
side of technology in question. Our main contributions can
be summarized as follows:



• Implementation of 3GPP LTE Cat-M in the NS-3. Utiliza-
tion of available LTE modules for NS-3 (LENA, LENA+,
ELENA) and creating the updated version in which the
LTE Cat-M can be tested.

• Performance evaluation of 3GPP LTE Cat-M technology
for mMTC scenarios. Discussion on the number of simul-
taneously connected devices to one evolved NodeB (eN-
odeB), which is feasible to manage with respect to the
packet loss and Quality of Service (QoS).

• Comparison of the performance of LTE/LTE-A and LTE
Cat-M for mMTC scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides the background of the LTE Cat-M together
with the compact summary of the recently introduced features
for technology in question. Following the technology classi-
fication, the implementation steps to support LTE Cat-M in
the NS-3 is discussed in Section III. The most significant sim-
ulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper as well as draws the key outputs together
with implementation challenges.

II. LTE CAT-M BACKGROUND

Originally, LTE Release 10 started to address the Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communication paradigm. As the first
feature-oriented to MTC communication, the Radio Resource
Control (RRC) for delay-tolerant services was introduced.
In the following Release 11, the Enhanced Access Class
Barring (EAB) feature was added. Release 12 defined, as
mentioned in the introducing section, the first category of
low-complex end-devices, i.e., Cat-0. Also, the Power Saving
Mode was initially introduced [10]. Nevertheless, the major

features towards the mMTC scenarios were introduced

in Release 13. Defined by 3GPP, the key features of the
Release 13 were [11]–[14]:

• Improved network coverage: the communication capabil-
ities improved by 15 dB compared to previous ones de-
fined by LTE Category 1. The improvement of coverage
enhancement (CE) became possible to reach introducing
time repetition and relaxed acquisition time for both
physical channels and signals. The Maximum Coupling
Loss (MCL) was defined up to 155 dB.

• Reduced complexity of end-devices: the design of the
LTE Cat-0 devices was modified (the complexity was re-
duced by 75 to 80 % compared to LTE Cat-1) to lower the
device cost as close as possible to compete with technolo-
gies operating in license-exempt frequency bands. The
reduced complexity was done by having one RX antenna
and reduced TX/RX bandwidth of 1.4 MHz with Half-
Duplex Frequency-Division Duplex (HD-FDD). Next, the
reduce power class was introduced (20 dBm) with a
limited data rate of 1 Mbps (theoretical rate).

• Extended Discontinuous Reception (eDRX): improved
device efficiency while operating in Power Saving
Mode (PSM) was introduced.

The key features of the latest releases of LTE Cat-M, which
are related to the mMTC scenarios are further listed in Table I.

The possible deployment options of LTE Cat-M and NB-IoT
are shown in Fig. 1. To provide the comprehensive picture
of communication parameters for available Low-Power Wide-
Area (LPWA) technologies, the Table II lists the main specifi-
cations1.

TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS DEFINED BY 3GPP FOR LTE CAT-M TECHNOLOGY.

3GPP Release Main Features

Release 13 (2016) The bandwidth-narrow operation (1.4 MHz);
coverage enhancements (CE) utilizing A/B
modes; support for half-duplex communication;
in-band operation mode; possibility to sus-
pend/resume RRC connection; sending data via
the control plane, mobility support, enhanced
power saving mode (eDRX).

Release 14 (2017) Mobility enhancements (E-CID and OTDOA);
extended bandwidth allocation for PDSCH and
PUSCH channels (up to 5 and 20 MHz, re-
spectively); implementation of voice services;
support of inter-frequency measurements.

Release 15 (2018) Features to reduce latency and power consump-
tion; improved spectral efficiency; new power
classes introducing reduced transmission power;
eDRX enhancements; improved UE control in
the Idle state.

Release 16 (2019) Ultra-Low Power Wake-up Radio (WuR) opera-
tion to achieve extended lifespan of end-devices.

The bandwidth of 180 kHz from 12 
subcarriers (each with 15 kHz bandwidth)

Typical allocation of resources for LTE 
(5 MHz bandwidth with 25x180 kHz)

LTE Cat M1
(6 PRB) NB-IoT

(1 PRB)

NB-IoT
In-band with LTE

NB-IoT with LTE 
guard band

Cat M1
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1 LTE Physical Resource Block 
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Fig. 1. LTE Cat-M and NB-IoT deployment options [15].

If we compare the LTE Cat-M with NB-IoT (by the spec-
ifications listed in Release 13), it can be clearly stated that
LTE Cat-M is a mature solution offering to create high-level
solutions but of increased complexity, see Table II. It enables
wider bandwidth, multiple Hybrid Automatic Repeat Re-
quest (HARQ) processes, increased transmission rates for both
uplink and downlink channels, and improved frequency diver-
sity by utilizing frequency hopping. On the other hand, both
CIoT technologies share features like PSM and (e)DRX for
battery-powered use-cases and implement user- and control-
plane optimization.

13GGP-defined technologies are listed in specifications related to the
Release 13 (2016).



TABLE II
KEY PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF LPWA TECHNOLOGIES.

LoRaWAN Sigfox NB-IoT LTE Cat-M1

Coverage (MCL) 157 dB 162 dB 164 dB 155 dB
Technology Proprietary Proprietary Open LTE Open LTE

Frequency spectrum Unlicensed Unlicensed
Licensed
(LTE/any)

Licensed
(LTE/any)

Duty cycle limitation Yes Yes No No

Transmission power

restrictions

Yes
(14 dBm =
25 mW)

Yes
(14 dBm =
25 mW)

No
(23 dBm =
200 mW)

No
(23 dBm =
200 mW)

Data rates in DL 0.3-50 kbps < 1 kbps 0.5-27.2 kbps < 300 kbps
Data rates UL 0.3-50 kbps < 1 kbps 0.3-32.25 kbps < 375 kbps
Max. message size UL 243 B 12 B 1280 B 1280 B
Max. message size DL 243 B 8 B 1280 B 1280 B
Battery life / Current

consumption

8+ years
<2 uA

10+ years
<2 uA

10+ years
<3 uA

10+ years
<8 uA

Module cost <$ 10 <$ 10 $ 10 (2019) <$ 25 (2019)

Security
Medium
(AES-128)

Low
(AES-128)

Very high
(LTE Security)

Very high
(LTE Security)

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF LTE CAT-M1 IN NS-3
This section addresses the implementation of the LTE

Cat-M1 technology in NS-3. Further, we refer to the
NS-3.29, which includes the LTE-EPC Network simulA-
tor (LENA) module to simulate the LTE protocol stack (user
plane (see Fig. 2) / control plane (see Fig. 3) and the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) network [16], [17].

Send () m_rxCallback ()
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instance 
per data 
radio 
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Fig. 2. Protocol stack architecture in LTE network for the UE on the data
plane [18].

A. Additional LTE Modules for NS-3
In the available implementation of LENA module2, the

Random Access Channel (RACH) preamble is put as an ideal
message. Therefore, the RACH preamble is not propagated.
Furthermore, both the Connection Request and Connection

2See “The ns-3 LTE module by the LENA project”:
https://www.nsnam.org/tutorials/consortium13/lte-tutorial.pdf
Release messages are not implemented in LENA module at all.

During the implementation, it was also observed the connec-
tion and disconnection of end devices during the simulation is
not possible as LENA module allows each end device to switch
only once from the state RRC IDLE to RRC CONNECTED
– this is possible only at the beginning of the simulation.
The complete list of missing features is listed in publicly
available research work which results in the enhanced module
named LENA+ [19].
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Fig. 3. LTE radio protocol stack architecture for the UE on the control
plane [18].

During the implementation process, we found that a research
group released an extension for the NS-3 LTE module in
version 3.29 at Fraunhofer ESK [20]. The extension called
ELENA supports long-awaited RRC LTE IDLE mode features.
The implementation follows the 3GPP standard documentation
and is also in line with NS-3 LTE code structure and existing
physical basis. The implemented functionality enables the end
device to switch from IDLE state to CONNECTED state upon
data transfer request and from CONNECTED state to IDLE
state during infrequent connectivity or connection failures
what at the results in more realistic LTE delay profiles.

B. mMTC Scenario for LTE Cat-M1
Based on the description of additional LTE modules for

NS-3.29, we have compiled and created the latest version of
the NS-3, which comprises of LENA LTE module, ELENA,
and LENA+3. Therefore, the compiled enhanced LTE module
within NS-3.29 enables large-scale simulations (mMTC sce-
narios) ranging between hundreds or thousands of end devices
what eliminates the previously known scalability limitations
if using only the “legacy” LENA LTE module. The created
mMTC scenario is depicted in Fig. 4 – the 500 end devices
attempt to communicate with one eNodeB and transmit the
data towards the remote server.

In what follows, we describe the key modifications

related to the mMTC scenario implementation in NS-3.

3In the future, LENA+ will become a part of ELENA module.



Fig. 4. Topology of the mMTC scenario in NS-3 visualized by NetAnim.

1) RRC Release: After the end device is registered to
the network, the RRC connection is established, and the
data is sent. Once the device finishes the transmission, the
socket remains active, and the RRC connection is not released.
Nevertheless, even when the configuration of the NS-3.29 is
comprised of the latest versions of the LTE modules, the socket
remained open for a dynamic period of time and blocked the
state of the RRC connection as it was not possible to change
the state of the RRC connection to RRC Idle. Therefore, the
method ResetToIdle was created, see Listing 1.

1 void ResetToIdle(Ptr<NetDevice> ueDev,
2 Ptr<NetDevice> enbDev) {
3 Ptr<LteUeNetDevice> ueLteDevice = ueDev->GetObject

<LteUeNetDevice>();
4 Ptr<LteUeRrc> ueRrc = ueLteDevice->GetRrc();
5 uint16_t rnti = ueRrc->GetRnti();
6 LteUeRrc::State state = ueRrc->GetState();
7

8 Ptr<LteEnbNetDevice> enbDevice = enbDev->GetObject
<LteEnbNetDevice>();

9 Ptr<LteEnbRrc> enbRrc = enbDevice->GetRrc();
10 Ptr<LteEnbMac> enbMac = enbDevice->GetMac();
11

12 if(state >= 8){
13 ueRrc->DoResetToCamped();
14 enbMac-> GetLteEnbCmacSapProvider ()->ReleaseLc(

rnti, 1);
15 enbMac-> GetLteEnbCmacSapProvider ()->RemoveUe(rnti

);
16 }else {
17 std::cout<<"Not Reseting!!"<<std::endl;
18 NotResetingNodes++; }}

Listing 1. Definice

Reset of the RRC state is performed once the value of
the state differs from “Idle”. Once the state is checked and
equal to “Idle”, the function DoResetToCamped is called.
Even the function is a part of the latest version of the
ELENA module, it did not release the system resources at

the eNodeB side. Therefore, based on the Cell Radio Network
Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI), the logical channel is released,
see lines 16–18 in Listing 1. The class diagram for the updated
implementation is shown in Fig. 5.

ns3::Object

ns3::NetDevice

ns3::LteNetDevice

ns3::LteUeNetDevice ns3::LteEnbNetDevice

Fig. 5. Class diagram for LteUeNetDevice and LteEnbNetDevice.

2) Network Capacity: Following the recommendations
given by 3GPP, the number of connected devices in the
network is limited by Sounding Reference Signal (SRS). The
SRS is transmitted in uplink channel to enable the eNodeB to
estimate the Channel State Information (CSI). The correct esti-
mation of the CSI provides the eNodeB scheduler to properly
allocate the resources to the end devices. By definition, the
maximum periodicity of the SRS is 320 ms (parameter TSRS ,
see Table III).

TABLE III
SPECIFICATIONS OF SRS SIGNALS DEFINED BY 3GPP TS 36.213.

Configuration Index ISRS Periodicity TSRS [ms] Subrames Offset Toff [ms]

0 - 1 2 ISRS

2 - 6 5 ISRS - 2
7 - 16 10 ISRS - 7
17 - 36 20 ISRS - 17
37 - 76 40 ISRS - 37

77 - 156 80 ISRS - 77
157 - 316 160 ISRS - 157
317 - 636 320 ISRS - 317

637 - 1023 reserved reserved

To increase the value of TSRS , it was necessary to modify
files lte-phy.cc and lte-end-rrc.cc.

1 static const uint8_t SRS_ENTRIES = 10;
2 ///SRS (Sounding Reference Symbol) TSRS
3 static const uint16_t g_srsPeriodicity[SRS_ENTRIES]

=
4 {0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640};
5 //640 ms added
6 static const uint16_t g_srsCiLow[SRS_ENTRIES] =
7 {0, 0, 2, 7, 17, 37, 77, 157, 317, 637};
8 //637 ms added
9 static const uint16_t g_srsCiHigh[SRS_ENTRIES] =

10 {0, 1, 6, 16, 36, 76, 156, 316, 636, 1276};
11 //1276 ms added

Listing 2. Modification of the source code lte-end-rrc.cc.

While configuring the mMTC scenario, the value of TSRS

is modified as shown in Listing 3. Based on the initial testing,
the value higher 640 ms is not recommended to set as it affects
the correct calculation of the CSI.



1 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbRrc::SrsPeriodicity",
2 UintegerValue(640));

Listing 3. Modification of the periodicity of SRS.

3) MCS and CQI Limitations: The LTE Cat-M1 sup-
ports two modulation schemes: SC-FDMA and 16 QAM.
Also, the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) is limited by
3GPP, i.e., CQI up to 2.4063. Those limitations were
implemented inlte-amc.cc where the following func-
tions were updated SpectralEfficiencyForCqi (spec-
tral efficiency for CQI), ModulationSchemeForMcs,
and SpectralEfficiencyForMcs (spectral efficiency
for MCS), see Listing 4.

1 static const double SpectralEfficiencyForCqi[10] = {
2 0.0, //out of range
3 0.15, 0.23, 0.38, 0.6, 0.88, 1.18,
4 1.48, 1.91, 2.41};
5 static const int ModulationSchemeForMcs[17] = {
6 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
7 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4};
8 #endif
9 static const double SpectralEfficiencyForMcs[17] = {

10 0.15, 0.19, 0.23, 0.31, 0.38, 0.49, 0.6, 0.74,
0.88, 1.03, 1.18,

11 1.33, 1.48, 1.7, 1.91, 2.16, 2.41};

Listing 4. Modification of MCS a CQI parameters.

4) Modification of TX Parameters: The list of the possible
transmission parameters for both the end device and eNodeB
in case of 3GPP LTE Cat-M1 was updated as mentioned
in Listing 54. The values of NoiseFigure values are kept
according to the NS-3 configuration.

1 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteUePhy::TxPower",
StringValue("23"));

3 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteUePhy::NoiseFigure",
StringValue("9"));

5 Config::SetDefault ("ns3::LteEnbPhy::TxPower",
DoubleValue(46.0));

7 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbPhy::NoiseFigure",
StringValue("5"));

9 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbNetDevice::
UlBandwidth",

StringValue("6"));
11 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbNetDevice::

DlBandwidth",
StringValue("6"));

13 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbNetDevice::DlEarfcn",
StringValue("100"));

15 Config::SetDefault("ns3::LteEnbNetDevice::UlEarfcn",
StringValue("18100"));

Listing 5. Modification of TX parameters for both the end device and eNodeB.

5) Summary of Modified Classes: To clearly illustrate
the modified while implementing the mMTC scenario NS-3
classes, Fig. 6 depicts the graphical summary: (i) bule color
represents modified class originally imported from ELENA
module, (ii) the class colored by violet was significantly

4See https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/Specification
Details.aspx?specificationId=2578

updated by authors, and (iii) the classes highlighted by red
were modified via the method Config::SetDefault().
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FF MAC Schedulers

ns3::LteAmc

Fig. 6. A scheme of modified classes with the NS-3 LTE module.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, first, the description of simulation parameters
is given. Further, we propose the enhanced version of the
LENA LTE module. The focus is primarily given to the per-
formance evaluation of network capacity for mMTC scenarios
while utilizing the LTE Cat-M1 technology. Also, the side-by-
side evaluation with legacy LTE/LTE-A systems is provided.

1) Simulation Scenario: The mMTC scenario we simulated
is compliant with the specifications given in Table IV (for the
LTE Cat-M1 technology). The simulation parameters used in
case of the LTE-A simulation scenario are listed in Table V.

TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR LTE CAT-M1 TECHNOLOGY.

Parameter Value

3GPP Release 13
Number of End Devices 500
Number of eNodeBs 1
Communication Area ⇠ 0.9 km2

Max. CQI 2.4063
Frequency 800 MHz
Division Duplex FDD
Number of PRB UL 6
Number of PRB DL 6
Bandwidth 1.08 MHz
EnodeB TX Power 46 dBm
End Device TX Power 23 dBm
SRS Periodicity 640 ms

For the comparison of the implemented LTE Cat-M1 tech-
nology with the legacy LTE/LTE-A system, the mMTC sce-
nario is simulated. The presented results stand for the worst-
case scenario occurred, i.e., when the power outage is present.
In the “blackout”, once the power delivery is restored, all the
end devices in the network try to register to the mobile network
and immediately transmit data.

Fig. 7 shows the data rates for both technologies in question.
Due to the system bandwidth in case of LTE-A (25 PRBs), the
eNodeB manages to serve all the incoming connections with
the registration requests. On the contrary, the network through-
put of the LTE-A for each end device did not exceed 15 kbps



TABLE V
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR LTE-A TECHNOLOGY.

Parameter Value

3GPP Release 10
Number of End Devices 500
Number of eNodeBs 1
Communication Area ⇠ 0.9 km2

Max. CQI Following 3GPP 36.213
Frequency 800 MHz
Division Duplex FDD
Number of PRB UL 6
Number of PRB DL 6
Bandwidth 1.4 MHz
EnodeB TX Power 46 dBm
End Device TX Power 23 dBm
SRS Periodicity Following 3GPP TS 36.213

with the packet loss no higher than 60 %. Commenting on the
results for LTE Cat-M1, from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it is evident the
current implementation in NS-3 does not include mechanisms
on how to manage the system resources (PRBs) in case of a
power outage.

These findings stand in line with the obtained results
where the achieved data rates for the LTE Cat-M1 were bel-
low 10 kbps for all devices during the simulation. What is even
more interesting, the results indicate that the packet loss ratio
for LTE Cat-M1 ranged from 60 % to 100 %. Due to the high
level of packet loss, the end devices requested the eNodeB for
the re-transmissions which resulted in an insufficient allocation
of system resources as the maximum number of PRBs for LTE
Cat-M1 is defined by 3GPP to 6 PRBs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Cellular IoT technologies are expected to support a
massive number of resource-limited end devices while rely-
ing on different QoS requirements given by communication
scenarios. To this end, this paper provides first insights on
the implementation of the 3GPP LTE Cat-M1 technology
withing the simulation tool Network Simulator 3. An enhanced
NS-3 LTE module has been developed to fill the gap and
enable the possibility for CIoT communication in NS-3. Even
though the implementation of the vital technology-related
parameters was done following the recommendations given
by 3GPP, the obtained results confirm the immature nature of
the LTE module.

Besides the fact the original LENA LTE module was
updated with the LENA+ and ELENA modules and further
modified, the results depicted in Section IV show the worst
performance of LTE Cat-M1 when compared to the legacy
LTE/LTE-A technology. The updated LTE module underesti-
mates the impact of mMTC data traffic in cellular networks
and confirms the concerns about LTE RACH overload in case
of massive simultaneous attempts for registration and data
transmission. As part of our future work, we are planning to
enrich the LENA+ implementation and continue with the im-

plementation of the LTE Cat-M1 communication technology
to overcome the encountered problems.
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Fig. 7. A scheme of modified classes with the NS-3 LTE module.
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